GALLAGHER HEALTHCARE professionals hold unmatched experience in all facets of medical professional liability insurance. Our LEADERSHIP allows us to have the creativity and flexibility of a boutique firm, with the resources of one of the world’s leading insurance consulting firms. Our INNOVATION means we develop exceptional relationships with markets globally, placing annual premiums in excess of $600,000,000. Ultimately, these attributes allow us to deliver RESULTS for our clients.

Much like the healthcare industry, PEOPLE ARE OUR BUSINESS. We deliver quality service to each and every client through the following representative initiatives:

- Structured Account Management Strategies – Creates Consistency and Knowledge
- Incentive-Based Fees – Incorporates Accountability
- Measurable Service initiatives – Developed with Our Clients
- Claims and Litigation Management
- Alternative Risk Financing – Captive Feasibility, Risk Retention Groups and Captive Formation and Management
- Technology Based Solutions – Web Submission Platform and Insight Online Document Management System

Innovative program structures are necessary to meet the needs of the complex healthcare industry. Because your industry is more highly regulated than most, it is important that your insurance and risk management programs sufficiently address these exposures. GALLAGHER HEALTHCARE has developed and negotiated professional liability programs that maximize coverage and minimize the total cost of risk. In order to provide the most appropriate structure, GALLAGHER HEALTHCARE assists you in identifying your goals and objectives, such as:

- Risk appetite
- Tax considerations
- Financial objectives
- Risk Transfer issues
- Coverage needs

GALLAGHER is recognized as the leading healthcare brokerage consulting firm because of our ability to deliver consistently. We understand that our relationship is not limited to the placement of insurance. Our core philosophy is about doing what’s right.